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Unwined Liquor is more but just wine, we ‘un’wine the myth 
of liquor being all things wine. The boutique, multi-beverage 
liquor supplier we are today evokes unwinding multiple alco 
segments with a cachet of exciting unknown.

Unwined lets you chill whilst discovering our little gems 
across a vast array of liquor styles.

We owe our humble Melbourne ‘garage shed’ beginnings 
to 90s founders, who foresaw internationalisation of grog.

Today our local & overseas mixed offering makes the World a 
smaller place. Sharing more unique products to our growingly 
loyal clients, small or bigger, and consumers all over Australia 
for 20+ years has been a great journey. We thank you, one & all.
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Our Company

Est. late 1990s, consolidated early Millennium, 
Unwined Liquor is privately owned & operated, 
with hands-on Management & dedicated teams 
& Partners across Eastern States, TAS & WA.

Over the years, we have nurtured a number of 
imported & local products, all of which family-
owned brands. Core to our distribution are 
well thought & multi-beverage brands, 
available via diverse channels throughout 
Australia. We service bottleshops, wine shops, 
purveyors of hard-to-find weird & wonderful, 
drive-thru’s, supermarkets, Independent 
banner groups, national Chains as well as 
festivals, events, restaurants, bars & hotels 
in the most intimate & efficient way.

Lately, working alongside online specialists & 
social interfaces has enhanced new reach to a 
broader, curious & open Australian consumer.

Our People

 Unwined Liquor has a proud team of very 
experienced, friendly & dedicated staff, 
complemented by distribution Partners & 
Agents as well as logistics & warehousing 
collaterals.

Management consists of street-savvy 
entrepreneurs, always on the lookout for new 
opportunities so as to push boundaries to 
dynamise our offer. Our Sales, Agency & Admin 
teams share over 140 years of liquor experience. 

Our supply partners, both local & from abroad, 
are all family-owned & operated through 
multiple generations of brewers, distillers & 
wine-makers. We have also been open to help 
recent producers discover Australia through 
us. As a smaller, more focused distributor, 
we choose our suppliers & build their brands 
from scratch, pathing the way to be discovered, 
whilst providing prompt service & quality supply 
deliverables to a very diverse channel of clients. 

Ultimately, we understand our increasingly 
multi-faceted & diversely-modelled clients 
& their broader end consumers.

Our Portfolio

Our Unwined Liquor procurement enjoys 
finding new gems, so our Sales teams, 
wholesalers, retailers and restos & bars can 
tell a story about each & every of our suppliers 
& their products we proudly represent 
down-under. Predominantly distributing 
smaller & start-up brands, we have over 
time broadened our range, from mono to 
multi brand to craft segments, introducing 
boutique beers, small-batch wines & 
champagnes, & artisan spirits.

Exclusive importer &  distributor to most brands, 
we co-share distribution of other brands with 
other supply Partners across Australia.



Lion Sinha 
Sri-Lankan premium brew since 1860s & British-influenced, century-long 
brewery with most innovative Asian techniques. Inherent traits of the King, 
Lion is a bench-marked market leader in Colombo, neighbouring Asia & 
now globally.

All in 330ml & 625ml bottles.  Small batch in 330ml & 500ml cans.

17445 17624

Czech-style 4.8% ABV is 
its golden Lager, roasted 
in colour, fruity caramel 
in flavour.

1744717446

Its Stout is globally-awarded, big 
roast character balanced with notes 
of prunes & nuts and finished with 
caramel hints and a dense head at 
8.8% ABV. 
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Extra Strong is a limited 
Super strong, heavier 12%, 
touch sweeter lager.

17448 10531

Rice-driven Strong 8.8% is a 
gutsy amber, mild hoppy lager.
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Phoenix
Famous beer from World-recognised tropical island 

paradise, oozes summer on the beach.  Legacy of 
Dutch influence, Phoenix beer is a unique malty lager.

Fresh malty golden lager at 5% ABV, uses selected 
malted barley from Australia and Europe. 

Pure volcanic-sourced water and minimal carbonation 
& preservatives make it fresh and less gassy.  

Comes in 330ml & 650ml bottles as well as 330ml 
cans. 500ml cans limited on-order.

749552 534787 749492
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Martens
Belgian pils, family-brewed since 1750s 
& on top of Belgian brewing, Martens 
has a true family spirit for 8 generations.

Rich flavour, superior freshness, a paler 
lager with distinctive hop character. 
True, crisp Belgian with its 4.5 & 5% 
golden pilsner-style lagers, refreshing 
all year-round.

Comes in classic euro 500ml cans 
& limited 330ml bottles.

730210

17625
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Santa Cruz
Fresh, easy to drink Spanish lager, 

perfect when we live, love & drink by 
the sea.

Classic Spaniard, south American 
style cerveza, Santa Cruz inspires 

the crafties with a no-frill tinnie.

Pale in colour, light headed, 
medium-bodied, very soft on 

bitterness to finish very smoothly 
at 4.6% ABV.

Comes in value 330ml cans & 
limited 330ml bottles.
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Birra Corelli
Stylish, golden in colour, refreshingly 
crisp Italian-style Lager is brewed to 
Western Europe classic red malty finish.

At 4.5% ABV, Birra Corelli is perfectly 
medium-bodied, showing very mild 
gasiness to finish on smooth low 
bitter back palate.

Comes in great value 500ml cans.
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Spencer Pale

Authentic German-style Pilsner is a clean, lightly 
headed crisp, hoppy lager with herbal notes, floral 
nuance and closing bitterness at 4.7% ABV.
Limited on order 355ml bottles..

Trappist Ale is a 6.5% golden-hued, full-bodied 
unfiltered & unpasteurised pale ale, with fruity 
accents, light hop bitterness and dry finish.
Comes in 330ml & champagne 
750ml bottles.

Inspired by American brewcraft creativity, 
India Pale Ale is a crisp, very fragrant and 
golden-hued IPA. Generously hopped, bright 
& bitter, the only Trappist IPA amongst World’s 
Trappist ales. At 7.2% ABV, comes in 355ml bottles.

Hazy Monks’ IPA  is very small batch, using 4 
premium hop varieties in Citra, Mosaic, Amarillo 
& Simcoe to offer citrus and slight bitter notes. 
At 6.3% ABV, comes in unique 473ml cans.

First & only US Trappist, very unique World-class Massachusetts St Joseph’s Abbey 
is the only non-European Trappist range. Deep in its Trappist tradition and monastic 
way of life, profits ploughed back to community funding and charitable contributions. 

FIRST PLACE 
2016

Voted #1 
Best New Brewery by 

Huffington Post 
& Fox News 

in 2014

90

85

89 3.7

3.6
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98
92

Wholesome in body, Holiday Ale offers warmth. 
Mahogany in colour, the 9% ABV red ale is lightly 
spiced, comes in 750ml champagne bottles.

Classic Trappist Belgian Quad, Monks’ Reserve 
Quadrupel is a full-bodied, fragrant, dense amber 
ale with frothy tan head. Robust at 10.2% ABV, 
comes in 330ml & champagne 750ml bottles.

Monks’ Oak-Aged Quadrupel is a classic Quad, 
barrel-aged a minimum of 6 months. Tanned with a 
frothy head, the full-bodied, mahogany amber ale is 
a robust, very rare Belgian deep collectible. At 10.2% 
ABV, comes in limited champagne 750ml bottles.

Massive Anglo-Russo roasted black ale, malt-forward 
Imperial Stout has luxuriantly frothy foam, with 
intense coffee & chocolate. The 8.7% finishes with 
caramel sensations & generous dark fruit flavours. 
Comes in champagne 750ml bottles.

Spencer Dark

SECOND PLACE 
2015

90 3.8

90 3.7

3.8

4.2

97
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1758
Superbly refined Belgian IPA, perfectly 
blending 6 premium high-quality hops.

Created by passionate brew artisans, 1758 is 
a true small batch, subtle beer. Enduring late 

& dry-hopping, this exclusive contemporary 
pale ale uses natural water & World-class 

hops, namely East Kent, Golding, Villanette, 
Citra, Equinox & Centennial hops.

Its double aroma, bitter hops combined with 
fruity aftertaste make a delicious 6.5% ABV 

copper blond ale.

Comes in 330ml bottles.
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Kristoffel
Named after Bocholt’s parish of Saint Christophe, 
protector of all travellers, the beer embeds 
generations of family brewers & travellers, 
where locals believe the Saint’s patronage helped 
save the brewery at War. Hence the brewery’s 
honouring with a beer named Kristoffel.

Historical brewery for over 260 years, 
produces a range of fresh, abbey-style Belgian 
top-fermented ales sourcing best ingredients.

At 6% ABV, Blond is a typical blonde 
ale full of barley, unmalted cereals & 
selected aromatic hops. Full body & 
rich aroma give balanced bitterness.

Comes in 330ml bottles.
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CRAFTY 
BEER

Salitos
Latino lifestyle, spring summer socialite vibes 
denote the South-American birra, reminiscent 
of Mexican-styled small bodegas crossed with 

European shandy. New age, clean & crisp lager. 

531807

17358

Small dose of agave tequila flavours complete 
the 5.9% ABV that Salitos Tequila beer offers 

as great party feel. 

Quirky, can be adventurously mixed as 
experimental cocktails.

Comes in 330ml bottles & seasonal 
on-order only 500ml cans.
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CRAFTY 
BEER

Jacobinus
Augustinian monastery turned brewery in 1360s, central Germany 
family brauerei. Across 5-Gen of tradition & artisanal brewing, 
1516 German purity law & best ingredients.

Bright yellow, mild-bodied 4.8% Classic pilsner is bright 
yellow, very aromatic with flowery hints of hops aromas.  

Banana-fresh fruity, hoppy wheat 5.7% Hefe-Weizen bier 
has fragrant sparkling yeast aromas. Brewed with fresh 
hops, slightly cloudy with hints of citrus.

At 4.8%, Schwarzbier is a German black lager with 
typical see-through dark colour. From coffee aromas, its 
unique spicy, toasty flavours finish with a hint of caramel.

All come in classic German 500ml pint-sized bottles.



Devils Bit Mountain
Reminiscent of Ireland’s past, full of mystery & folklore, a 

stone’s throw outside Borrisoleigh, North County Tipperary, 
is a mountain with the curious name of Devils Bit.
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IRISH 
CIDER

245430

17449

Home to orchard-grown cider apples & abundant 
natural water at the foot of the Mountain peak, 

Devils Bit Mountain cider has crafted their own 
apples, & pressed them using age old techniques. 

With no need for artificial colours, sweeteners 
or flavouring, Devils Bit is a traditional, medium-
dry Irish cider with lots of freshness, zing & bite. 

At 6% ABV, the devil would croc a bite into this 
modern, neat & natural cider. 

Comes in value 500ml cans. 
330ml bottles on-order only.
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FRENCH 
CHAMPAGNE

Australian fav Brut, Carte D’Or is a zero-blend Blanc de 
Noirs, generously foamed with shimmering bright bubbles, 
intense nose of complex red fruits & strawberry heads, with 
hints of toasted almonds. On palate, powerfully delicate & 
fresh. Aged at least 3y, NV Carte D’Or is for all occasions, 
structured as cocktail champagne.

Primarily from Pinot Noirs, traditionally-made 
Rose de Saignee Brut has a deeper pink dress, nuanced by 
bubbly white foam. Nose expresses intense raspberry notes 
& red fruits bouquet. Aged minimum 3y,  the NV 90% Pinot 
Noir + 10% Chardonnay has a generous palate of ripe red 
fruits, duplicating its nose with delicate tannin & sweet spice 
aromas. Minimal Chardonnay blend contributes to subtle 
freshness & charming length. Perfect spring summer apero.

Philippe Fourrier
Smaller, family Estate-growers since 1840s, the authentic Southern 
Champagne Maison has nurtured their Baroville single vines for 5 Gens. 
Worth noting historical Cote des Bar being the birthplace of Pinot Noirs. 

All 12% ABV Champagnes come in 750ml bottles. Limited Demi 375ml 
& Magnum 1.5L upon order. 

Philippe Fourrier Pinot Noir NVs



FRENCH 
CHAMPAGNE
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Pinot Noir-driven Reserve is slightly atypical, blending 
60% Pinot Noir + 40% Chardonnay, both from Cote des Bar. 
Minimum 4y on lees, this NV Brut has a dazzling yellow robe, 
with hints of gold & a bright effervescence on the eye. 
Nose is intense, elegantly combining light toasty white 
& stone fruits. Palate is pillowy, tart with lasting green 
apple aromas. Fresh all-rounder.

Typically from the North, most-awarded & sold Prestige 
NV Blanc de Blancs is a 100% Cote des Bar Chardonnay. 
Effervescent, the creamy 4y Brut shows light golden fine 
bubbles. Discreet, the nose displays citrus & white fruits. 
Wonderfully soft, its creamy smooth elegant notes of pear 
texture evolve to a butter-honeyed finish. Enjoyed with rich 
savoury or sweet, or selfishly as an apero.

Philippe Fourrier Chardonnay NVs



Philippe Fourrier 
experimental Pinot NVs

Produced from very rare 100% Pinot Blanc grapes, 
unique & original NV cuvee. Pale yellow with gold 

undertones, the fine & sustained bubbles seduce just 
as the effervescent aromatic nose, with tropic aromas 
of pineapple, white peach & grapefruit confirm in the 

mouth. Fresh & crisp attack on the palate, the full 
body character restores richness of the nose & the 

palate. On lees 3y, a well-balanced, light expression 
of its own kind.

Traditionally a blending grape in the Champagne 
region, this contemporary 100% Pinot Meunier NV is 

expressive, by the same extremely refined. 3y on lees, 
wonderfully pale yellow with golden tones, its nose 

clearly denotes fresh red fruits, cherry & a dash of red 
beetroot. Front palate is sharp, rounded whilst very 

well balanced. Its length is pronounced, persistently 
fruity with a touch of mulberry & stone fruits finish.
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Philippe Fourrier Vintages
Vintage Millesime is a Brut 
only released from the 
growers’ exceptional years. 
Pinot Noir driven, this 
delicious wine is carefully 
aged at least 6y, medium-dry dosage. 
Prestigious, 
it graces sumptuous foam, with golden 
honey hues colour. Fresh nose flourishes 
with notes of ripe yellow fruits. Palate 
creates harmony between slightly toasted 
aromas & hints of apricot & honey. 
Finish is extraordinarily pure. 
Celebrates great moments in life. 

Driest l’Exception is a Vintage, 
extra Brut Blanc de Blancs, 
100% Chardonnay sourced 
from 30yo vines. Under oak for at least 
6m & carefully aged minimum 5y, the 
exceptional wine is reduced to lowest 
dosage in Fourrier’s champagne family. 
It displays a delicate, surprisingly golden 
colour with fine strands & a creamy 
foam. Expressive, the nose showcases 
diverse aromas with hints of yellow fruits 
& white flowers. Palate is rich & smooth, 
captivating lingering features of subtle 
toasty brioche & yellow stone fruits. 

Perfect for special 
occasions. 

Grande cuvee Intimiste 
intimidates the silkiest 
of Blanc de Blancs 
purists. Pure & complex, 
exquisite head of harvest 
carefully presses only 
the juice. Slowly matured min 5yo on lees, 
including 8m under Oak barrel, 
this fine Extra Brut shows sustained 
gold yellow. Its nose delivers notes of 
white pepper, vanilla spice, before a 
light woody, candied fruit & honey  
settle. Palate is fresh & lively, with 
expressive notes of citrus, grapefruit 
& pineapple. 

As expected, finishes generously with 
finesse & complexity, discovered at 
the outset from its bold & beautiful 
designer-styled bottle.

FRENCH 
CHAMPAGNE
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FRENCH 
CHAMPAGNE
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Delmotte Pinot Noir NV
100% Pinot Noir NV from Cote des 

Bar, Champagne Delmotte Brut is a 
collaborative 3yo Blanc de Noirs. 

Bright golden yellow, the bubbles are 
tight & persistent. With a harmonious 
nose, aromatic notes of white-fleshed 

fruits drive its expression.

Palate is lively, pleasantly evolving 
into stone fruit notes of peach & apricot. 

12% ABV finishes fresh & subtle spice.
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ITALIAN 
SPARKLIN G Atilius

Rooted in ancient Venetto land, Atilius is a true ambassador 
for the Italian verve of living well. The 14th century vineyards 
capture the spirit of nature to modern consumer palates, 
bringing Italian conviviality & simplicity.

Produced per Charmat method, 60% Glera, blended with 
Chardonnay & Pinot Grigio Festa Spumante is a fresh & vibrant 
Italian sparkling Brut. At 11% ABV, it shows a straw yellow robe 
with fine, persistent perlage. Its fruity bouquet shows floral 
acacia with intriguing palate of bread crust, green apple. 
The fine & persistent bubbles have a zesty dry finish.

Young, vibrant & aromatic, D’Oro 100% Moscato evokes 
generous Italian spring season. At lower 6.5% ABV, beneath 
its evanescent froth comes a straw yellow with light green 
glints. Nose brings orange blossoms & gentle honeysuckle, 
whilst palate gives ripe stone fruits, subtle floral notes with 
a fresh citrus balanced finish.

Produced on hillsides of centuries-old hamlets of Northern 
Italy, the pearl of prestigious Superiore DOCG classified, 
Asolo Prosecco is cultivated in small plots, hand-harvested 
with 100% Glera grapes. Fine straw yellow in colour, its 
elegant gentle aromas of white fruits & flowers, mowed hay 
contrast with a fresh palate of class & confident structure. 
At 11% ABV, it displays minerality, delicate pear, white 
flowers with a lingering hint of citrus & pineapple.
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AUSTRALIAN 
SPARKLING

Hipsteria
The feeling a person experiences upon realising they 

are surrounded by new-age hipsters, so much so they 
may have some hipsteria in them. Inspired by inner-city 
congregation, street food pairing & pseudo-intellectual 

relaxed atmosphere mingling, Hipsteria unravels a man 
bun to never fear the inner hipster in oneself. Comes in a 

funky-crafted wine range, hipster-style.

A deliciously sweet & refreshingly bubbly SE Australian 
sparkling, Pink Moscato glows with its rose water colour. 

Nose shows lokum rose petal & musk aromas, whilst 
palate gives summer berry fruit flavours. At 7% ABV, this 

light effervescent spritz is balanced, finishing fresh & crisp.

Comes in classic 750ml bottles.

Pale yellow in colour, this 10% ABV SE Australian 
Prosecco denotes floral & tropical fruit aromas. Its 

flavoursome, spritzy palate gives after notes of pine & 
peach, finishing very crisp.

Comes in experimental 500ml bottles.



Mevi
At the foot of Los Andes, San Martin 
Mendoza, 2 agro-industrial friends 
revamped a World-standard vineyard 
to produce global quality wines. 
Within prime climatic location, sourcing 
best Andes water from premium clay 
soil & gravel, Mevi’s new age wines 
came over 20 years ago.

Mevi Chardonnay is a typical 100% 
Chardonnay sourced from Maipu, on the 
plains of Argentina’s Mendoza, sitting 
at 1000m above sea-level. Showcases 
complex aromas of tropical fruit, with 
hints of honey. Well balanced, this 
14% ABV lingers its finish. 
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Manta Bay, Tapu
The Marlborough gem corner of New Zealand’s South 

Island offers balance of extraordinary purity & intensity 
of flavours set around impressive aroma, distinctive 

fruit characteristics & well-balanced acidity. 

Uplifted from its cool North Eastern hinterland of 
Marlborough New Zealand, Manta Bay is a pale yellow 

Sauvignon Blanc, bursting with flavours of passionfruit 
& citrus aromas. Its bouquet is fresh, light, overflowing 

with zesty, bright fruit. At 12.5% ABV, typical & 
affordable Savvy B better drank fresh.

Mending land, spirituality & its people, Tapu merges 
South Island’s NE terroir & its complexity. A tribute 

to the soil but its maritime exposure. Pale yellow with 
distinctive green hue, this more acquired Sav Blanc has 
herbaceous characters, denoting gooseberry & tropical 

fruits. At 12.5% ABV, its complex mineral palate is 
balanced by tight fresh acidity. Tapu can age slightly.
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Philippe Fourrier, Zorro Y Arena
Over its 5 Gens of wine-making in Southern Champagne 
Cote des Bar, the Fourrier family has perpetuated 
tradition of passionate vine & wine-making know-how, 
transmitted to each generation. On exceptional vintage 
years, Father & Son produce ‘still’ red wine extracted 
from a small parcel of their Pinot Noir Baroville vineyard. 
The noble grapes come from their oldest 70yo vines. 
Harvested by hand only, the rare Champagne grapes 
undergo strict selection process, skin-bleeding & 
ferment before the Coteaux rouge is aged in Mersault 
barrels for 1y. Unlike Burgundy pinots, less acidic, 
more red fruit driven.

2014 & 2017 harvest showed grapes of excellent ripeness 
& sweetness, ideal for the small batch 11.5% ABV 
Coteaux Champenois 100% Pinot Noir. Very aromatic 
nose marked by black cherries & hints of spice, its palate 
is creamy, silky, lively with nice freshness & soft tannins.

Close to sea-level Patagonia, Argentina’s Fincas del 
Limay’s Zorro Y Arena is a 100% Pinot Noir traditional 
harvest, slow drip-irrigated. Its fruity nose is 
embellished with caramel spread, vanilla & coconuts. 
Delicate, the 14%  ABV wine is smooth, highly fruity, 
velvety with a lingering finish. 
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Bodega, Gauchezco Estate, Mevi
Vinecol Bodega Red Puro is a wonderful certified Organic 

blend from hilly La Paz Mendoza. This Argentinian 60% 
Malbec + 30% CabSav + 10% Bonarda is aged 6m in French 

oak barrels, having gone natural malolactic ferment. 
Aromas of violet & cherry with notes of raspberry, 

the 13% ABV organic red has a full mouth with silky 
tannins & great structure.

Certified Organic Vinecol Bodega Santa Irene is a typical 
Mendoza 100% Tempranillo. Enduring natural ferment, with 
no oak, its nose denote cherry, dried figs & cedar, combining 
intense red & dark fruit. At 13.5% ABV, palate is light, sweet 

tannins, herbal & spicy flavours carried across.   

From Maipu Mendoza, Gauchezco Estate 100% Argentinian 
Malbec come from 55yo vines. Part rested in third use 
French & American oak, the fabulous 13.5% ABV wine 
has fruity notes of pepper, raspberry, dry fig & raisins. 

Complex & harmonious, floral violet notes give soft 
& velvet entry. Firm tannins balance juicy finish. 

Mevi’s Barricas del Plata draws on its 100% Malbec, 
sourced from Maipu in Mendoza Argentina. 

Grapes are harvested & fermented with tradition. 
Berry & dark chocolate nose, 13% ABV wine has a 

supple, ripe red fruity palate.
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Atilius
Popular DOCG-labelled Nobilis Chianti is a classic young charming, 
vibrant light-bodied Chianti with bright acidity & versatile mellow-tannins. 
The 13% ABV, 90% Sangiovese 10% Canaiolo has intense ruby red colour, 
nose displays dark cherry bouquet that translates to abundantly fruity 
& aromatic palate, with smooth velvet texture & a persistent finish.

DOCG-classified Prestigio Chianti Riserva charms Italian wine 
connoisseurs around the World with its finest character & tannins. 
Sourced from the best Sangiovese grapes, oak-aged 2yo, first at least 
12 months under French oak, then in big oak casks, before being refined 
in the bottle for another year. At 13.5% ABV, its colour shows intense ruby 
red with garnet hues. Seductive nose of sour black cherry, wild berries, 
violet & toasted vanilla bring an intense, body-full palate, where round 
& velvety structure lingers into a smooth & tannic finish.          

In the spirit of rebellious vintners, challenging traditions by 
creating superior wines with native Tuscan and international grapes, 
IGT-classified Ribelle Cabernet Sauvignon is a Super Tuscan 14% ABV 
Cab Sav blended through the region’s Sangiovese. Double oaked in 
French barriques, before a further 2yo under oak, & a final 12months 
bottle-rested, this full-bodied, bold wine shows intensity from its dark 
ruby red colour. Nose shows dried plum & blackberry with woody notes. 
Palate is full, whilst velvety soft, earthy with juicy blackberry & blueberry, 
finishing elegantly with cloves & sweet notes of vanilla.

ATILIUS PRESTIGIO Chianti Riserva DOCG

Riserva is Chianti at its finest and charms connoisseurs in Italy and around the world with its firm character and
tannins. Issued from the best Sangiovese grapes, the wine ages for more than the minimum 2 years required at
the winery. Chianti Riserva has a beautiful cellaring potential.

Oak-aged for 2 years before being refined in bottle for an additional year, Atilius Prestigio is a fascinating and  
harmonious wine, revealing a seductive nose of wild berries, violet and toasted vanilla. On the palate, it has an  
intense and round body, lingering into a smooth and tannic finish. Its velvety structure is delicious with anything  
earthy and aromatic such as osso buco, aged cheeses or roasted lamb.

Grapes variety
90 % Sangiovese - 10% Canaiolo

Fermentation
10 – 15 days at 28- 30°C in stainless  
steel tank

Ageing
Oak aged for 2 years, first in French  
oak barrels for at least 12 months,  
then in big oak casks, and then  
refined in bottle for an additional  
year.

Colour
Intense ruby red with garnet  
hues

Bouquet
Subtle bouquet with hints of  
sour black cherry, wild berries  
and violet accompanied by  
vanilla’s nuances.

Palate
Round and full of body, with a  
persistent and slightly tannic  
aftertaste.

Food pairing
Pasta, risotto, grilled or  
roasted meats , game

Servingtemperature
18 – 20° C

ABV
13.5 % vol

ATILIUS RIBELLE Super Tuscan –
Cabernet Sauvignon IGT

Celebrating the spirit of rebellious vintners who challenged traditions and raised the bar, creating distinctive and  
superior blends with native and international grapes, reshaping the history of Tuscan winemaking.

Atilius Ribelle is a Super Tuscan, double oaked in French barrels then refined in big oak casks for 24 months,  
and further rested for 12 months before release. A Cabernet Sauvignon blended with a dash of Sangiovese,  
Atilius Ribelle truly encapsulates what it means to be a genuine Super Tuscan: pleasant and intensely full-
bodied, with smooth tannins, notes of blackberry, cloves and vanilla that provide an effortless elegance. To be  
savored with delicious lamb shanks or braised beef.

Grapes variety
85% Cabernet Sauvignon - 15 %  
Sangiovese

Fermentation
10 – 15 days at 28- 30°C in stainless  
steel tank

Ageing
12 months aging in French oak  
barrels , then
10-12 months in big oak casks and  
refined at least 12 months in bottle

Colour
Dark ruby red

Bouquet
Dried plum and blackberry,  
woody notes

Palate
Full-bodied velvety soft tannins,  
quite earthy with juicy blackberry  
and blueberry, spiced up with  
cloves and sweet notes of vanilla

Food pairing
Charcuterie, aged 
cheeses, grilled or  
roasted meats , game

Servingtemperature
18 – 20° C

ABV
14% vol
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Ha’Penny Bridge
Ha’Penny Bridge is the best known of Dublin’s bridges. 

Why Ha’Penny, because until 1919 a ‘half-penny’ charge was 
needed to cross over to Temple Bar when many a glass of red 

poured. Owned by an Irishman, no wonder this Margaret River 
wine is named after the iconic Irish river bridge. 

With a subtle structure of French oak, full-bodied Ha’Penny Bridge 
Cabernet Sauvignon has a hint of mulberry & chocolate flavours. 
The minty cabernet lifts the front palate, rounded out mid-palate 

by the soft fruity notes leading to a lingering finish. The elegant 
13.5% wine is enjoyed young whilst improving with slight cellaring. 

Ha’Penny Bridge Shiraz is a robust, attractive wine with deep 
colour & hue. On the nose, dark berry characters prevail. 

Smooth, palate shows ripe tannins supported by dark chocolate 
characters with great length in mouth. The 13.5% ABV is an 

elegant & approachable wine, great for charred food pairing.

AUSTRALIAN 
RED
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Craft & Co
Very unique Craft & Co operates a small batch distillery, 
brewery & winery across two distinct sites, inner 
Melbourne Collingwood & down the Peninsula fringe, 
at the Bangholme ‘Farm’ where vines to wine reside.

Glorious balance of fragrant native botanicals, traditional 
gin spices & plenty of juniper, this Melbournian version 
of a classic Dry recipe may have been born in London 
but is now an Aussie citizen. Collingwood Dry, a 42% 
ABV ‘Go-to’ gin for all occasions.

With sweet notes, citrus & spice, distinctive Old Tom 
gin screams of Australian native myrtle, wildflowers & 
fennel, whilst offering a smooth palate derived from the 

addition of locally-sourced cream prior to distillation. 
At 45% ABV, it’s Old Tom, but not as you know him. 

Utterly unique, the unashamedly unfiltered Gingerbread 
gin retains all the warmth from the macerated ginger 
root, smashed nutmeg, cinnamon & tonka beans, 
recalling that delicious sense of joy from all our favourite 
festivities. At 40%, a rare & matchless happy place. 

A well-rounded & savoury recipe, Craft & Co Navy 
Strength 57% gin summons the characteristics of 
the best spices first discovered on the infamous Silk 
Road, with that little extra kick to make it an amazingly 
unforgettable, full of character journey. 
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Pinkster, Colombo 7 
Deliciously British Pinkster gin, macerated with fresh 

raspberries locally-grown at proximity to distillery, creates 
an exceptionally smooth finish with a hint of delicate red 

fruit. A healthy dose of juniper ensures the gently prevalent 
raspberry scent is accompanied by that customary 

dryness. At 37.5%, triple-distilled, produced in small 
batches, natural with no nasties, select botanicals include 
fresh raspberries for gentle fruit flavour. Deliciously dry & 
subtly smooth, excellent food-matcher, even food infuser.

Named after its Ceylon heritage, Rockland’s UK-produced 
Colombo 7 gin is distilled to a unique set of seven different 

spices & botanicals. Primary ingredients juniper berries, 
coriander seed, angelica & liquorice roots, followed by Sri 

Lankan cinnamon bark, curry leaves and ginger root make 
it to World-envious London Dry gins. At 43.1%, distinctive 

juniper provide its aroma and taste, with a medley of subtle 
spice notes completing this exceptional small batch gin.

Small-scale co-distributed in VIC, available upon request.

IMPORTED 
GIN
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Vodka +, Craft & Co
Gluten-free, Melbourne-produced Vodka+ Craft 40% 
vodka is atypically made without grain nor potato, 
rather using 100% premium grape from South Australia. 
Filtered through 45 plates, Roaring Forties purest 
Tasmanian water define the neat, clean, smooth 
finish. Lemon myrtle botanicals add freshness 
with a citrus profile.

Crafted in very small batches, the idea of having a 
tomato-based Vodka came from 2017 Melbourne Tomato 
festival held at popular ristorante Grossi Florentino. 

Made with the skins from locally-sourced Roma 
tomatoes, the tomato sauce-making demos became 
the skin base of this playful 40% Craft & Co Bloody 
Mary vodka. Nose & palate ooze grilled tomato aromas. 
Smooth, drunk as a truly-inspired Bloody Mary or mixed 
your way.

AUSTRALIAN 
VODKA
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Glasgow G52
Contemporary consumers have an understanding of 

botanicals, curious to discover botanical combinations 
& new flavours within spirits.

Inspired by the City’s 1700s malt merchant trade, drawing from 
2014 revamped distilling equipment & innovative  distillers, 

each expression offers a super premium vodka of brilliant 
freshness. Glasgow G52 100% naturally-flavoured vodka is 

hand-crafted in traditional copper pot still, using 100% natural 
ingredients with no artificial flavours, sweeteners or colorants.

G52 Fresh Citrus is carefully distilled with zesty botanicals. 
Of which fresh grapefruit, lemon, lime & orange, as well as 

rosehip, spicy ginger & a hint of lemongrass. At 40% ABV, 
nose shows perfectly fresh lemon & lime, hints of vibrant 

kiwi balanced by pink grapefruit. Palate gives smooth lemon 
sherbet, leading to zested lemon rind & hints of peach. 

Smooth, tropical notes give a pineapple finish.

Distilled in traditional copper pot still, with finest Colombian 
coffee beans, cacao nibs, tonka beans & fresh oranges, 

luxurious 40% ABV G52 Rich Coffee shows freshly-ground 
coffee, vanilla & malty chocolate biscuits on the nose. 

Palate offers rich mocha topped with cocoa & a hint of fresh 
peaches. Drives to bourbon biscotti with sweet lingering 

notes of vanilla & cocoa powder.



Holland Bong, Red Eye Louie’s, Thunder
Through a 175yo recipe created generations back, 
Holland Bong is a unique, artisan vodka created from 5 
Gens of Master distillers. The 40% spirit is created using 
reverse osmosis & charcoal filtering. Distilled 6 times & 
filtered 4 times, the creative bottle challenges authority 
& entices millennial vodka enthusiasts. Innovative, 
inimitable & elegant, even the quirky bottle takes us 
back to the Amsterdam river walks.

Red Eye Louie’s VodQuila is a unique blend of ultra 
premium vodka & imported tequila. 6-times distilled, 
the 40% vodka is made from multiple grains whilst the 
tequila extracts its purity from Mexican blue agave, 
distilled in the Highlands of Jalisco. VodQuila’s super 
clean taste & rich aroma is achieved by blending these 
vodka & tequila bases in small vats, macerated at high 
temp to achieve the perfect blend, before final filtering. 
Great straight or mixed in cocktails.

Free from un-natural additives or preservatives, 
British Thunder + Toffee triple-distils grain vodka 
whilst the completely natural toffee syrup is extracted 
from pure, melted cane sugar. Lolly caramel on the eye, 
simplicity of ingredients makes all the difference when 
retaining that subtle combination of deep, thick creamy 
toffee against the ice-cold 29.9% vodka.

769722 575898

79758 9905871

IMPORTED 
VODKA
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Glasgow 1770 Single Malts

Bold, rich & smoky, Peated is 1770 signature of its Single Malt range.  
Crafted with finest malted barley, smoked with aromatic heather-rich peat of 

the Scottish Highlands, using purest Loch Katrine water & distilled in traditional 
copper pot stills, it has matured in virgin oak, & wonderfully finished in Pedro 

Ximenez sherry casks. Natural dark in colour, this smoky sweet SM shows 
notes of vibrant vanilla, rich coffee & dried tobacco. Its palate has salted 

caramel notes with earthy apricot spice. Lingers macadamia & peppercorn.   

Fresh & fruity, 1770 The Original marks a new era of whisky in Glasgow. 
Also handcrafted in copper pot stills, freshest Scottish barley & purest Loch 
Katrine water create this finest spirit. Matured in first fill ex-Bourbon casks, 

finished in virgin oak, the whisky is notably smooth & fruity. Complex, its nose 
shows red berries with tropical undertones, followed by vanilla biscuit. Palate 
shows butterscotch, with creme brulee char. Hints of honeyed pear, dried figs 

& shortbread bring a long & thick finish of orange marmalade & woody nutmeg.

Vibrant, Triple Distilled is the incredibly smooth palate of the 1770 range. 
Crafted from finest malted barley, combined with Loch Katrine’s purest water, 

it is distilled 3 times in traditional copper pot stills. Matured in a combination of 
ex-Bourbon & virgin oak barrels, the amazingly smooth whisky shows notes of 
dark cherry chocolate, roasted almond & liquorice over a backdrop of vanilla & 
tea leaves. Elegant palate starts with hints of ripe pear & baked vanilla leading 

to spicy chocolate. Clean finish lingers notes of rich honey and dried orange.

Character of Glasgow, city of forgotten past, now full of innovative, independent 
minds, bustling with passionate entrepreneurs and craftpeople, Glasgow distillery 

is contemporary of urban craft distillers, a global spirits producer with its focus 
on hand crafting, bringing quality, authentic & innovative Scotch whiskies. 

At 46% ABV, Glasgow 1770 Single Malts are all non-chill filtered & have 
natural colour. Awarded Scottish Whisky Distillery of the Year 2020.

SCOTCH WHISKY
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SCOTCH WHISKY

Blended Malt

Mid 1720s, when the Government attempted a 
tax imposition on Scottish malted barley, the tale 
went along where locals opposed the devilish 
excise ruling, city of Glasgow malt stores got 
barricaded, & surplus barley was allowed to 
grow on islands across Scotland, igniting the 
rise of Single Malts. Inspired by those malt 
riots, Malt Riot Blended Malt Scotch whisky 
is a selection of hand-picked SM across 
Scotland, with Glasgow 1770 signature 
malt as its platform.

Nose shows notes of fresh oak, sweet 
vanilla with hints of floral hyacinth. Its palate 
showcases toffee apples leading to dry spices 
& caramelised pineapple. Smooth, light finish 
of choc fruit & nut. 

At 40% ABV, this VAT#6 captures a growing 
audience of blended malt & whisky 
cocktail drinkers.

Malt Riot
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World-renowned as the source of finest whiskies, Scotland’s popularity for 
Scotch is reaching new depths for whisky aficionados & new experience 

seekers, whilst catering to traditionalists’ palates. Gaelic word for the ‘journey’, 
Taisteal explores the timeless heritage of the Whisky world though a new 

generation of consumers. A conduit between past & modern whisky drinkers.

North end of Scottish Highlands, River Spey, the 1800s Loch Lomond is one 
of only 4 Scots distilleries with their on-site cooperage, offering unique still 
pot distilling Highland malts with greater malt contact & alcohol vapouring, 

resulting in different notes.   

Taisteal wants to be a journey of discovery for aroma & taste, in how the 
whiskies are served or mixed, pleasing palates with authentic Scotch profile, 

alternatively those daring bold new whisky experiences. Their gently matured 
grains refine in oak for 3 yo, producing Explorer’s malt with bold, velvety 

smokiness & distinctive hints of peat. Angus Dundee’s Speyside Glenlivet 
region & Eastern Highlands River Tay-sourced malt distilleries provide 

natural environment whiskies with nutty, sweet fruity, aromatic Explorer’s 
grain & blend, signature to Taisteal. 

The 40% ABV Single Malt has a bouquet of leathery dark notes, with sweet 
malty character before wood notes arise. Its palate shows rich bursts of 

sweet malt cereals, before nuttiness sweeps in mid-palate, to finish with 
dark molasses offset by subtle citrus peel.

Its Single Grain 40% ABV cousin shows a sweeter nose of toffee, with orange 
blossom floral notes & a rich vein of vanilla. The mouth is attractively sweet 

& floral, with nutty, fruity flavours. Smooth, the finish is creamy, drawing out 
a light vanilla close.

Single & Blended Malts

Taisteal
SCOTCH WHISKY
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Cask Blends

The Whistler

The Whistler Oloroso Sherry Cask is the first of 3 cask-finished 
43% ABV blends. It comprises finest Irish malt & grain whiskeys, which 
have been matured separately, both in ex-bourbon casks for sweet 
warmth, & then finished in Oloroso sherry Hogsheads over 9m for 
fruity tones. Triple-distilled for smoothness, non-chill filtered & natural 
in colour, nose has dry sherbet lemon, white grape, walnut nougat with 
creamy raspberry & a hint of tropical fruits. Palate is bergamot orange, 
mouth-coating nougat, a slight minerality tied with a hint of coconut, 
banana & pear notes. Sweet finish lingers with a dry wood prickle.

At Boann Distillery, the new generation believes it takes bravery & 
dedication to produce World-class whiskeys of truly exceptional quality. 
Thus how the Boyne Valley family distillery started ‘The Whistler’. 
More than a whiskey, The Whistler is a measure, inspired from the past 
while gathering knowledge from the now, bringing new life into an ancient 
time-honoured tradition of master distillers & Irish craftmanship.

The Whistler uses 100% natural raw ingredient, 100% Irish. Water is 
sourced from the family’s own well. Nano technology & reflux control 
exposes the spirit to 6 times more copper than traditional still pots, to 
produce pure & exceptional whiskeys. While extensive barrels yield lots of 
distinctive characters, discovered through the range of unique whiskeys.

IRISH WHISKEY
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Cask Blends
Second of the blends, Calvados is a limited batch collaboration with 

renowned French Normandy producer Chateau du Breuil, where 
400L casks previously used to mature Calvados were filled with 

The Whistler’s signature 4yo premium blend. Left to finish a 
minimum of 15m, limited batch to only 3,000 bottles draw notes 

of fresh orchards, creamy toffee, hints of cinnamon, apricot & 
baked apple. Triple distilled, non-chill filtered & colour-natural, 

its nose denotes apple drops, citrus zest, luscious toffee with banana, 
apricot, melon & creamy red raspberries. Fore-palate is peach, with 

pear and bright fresh citrus. Malt undertone with creamy vanilla 
underneath, its creamy finish wrap hints of pear & citrus zest.

Imperial Stout completes the trio of Cask-finished blends. 
Rich velvet melody of fine blended Irish whiskeys, finished in 

Imperial Stout barrels, imparting rich flavours of roasted coffee, 
cacao nibs & a gentle hint of dried dark fruits. From hand-selected 
sherry casks, then filled with the family’s own brewhouse Imperial 

Stout, imparts the stout’s rich flavours into the wood. Those seasoned 
casks then refilled with blend of Irish malt & grain whiskeys, bestow 
deeper roast notes. Triple distilled for smoothness, non-chill filtered 

& natural in colour, nose grab dark berries mixed with a hint of bitter 
coffee & creamy cocoa. Palate is cocoa-creamy, pairing beautifully 

with the subtle coffee tones. Rounded out by hints of woody caramel, 
its finish lingers a mouthful.

IRISH WHISKEY
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Single Malts
Flagship of The Whistler range, 46% ABV 7yo Single Malt 
The Blue Note acquires its complex, yet rich & smooth taste 
from its 5y maturation in Bourbon barrels, with further ageing in 
hand-selected, first-fill Sherry Hogsheads, developing notes of 
dark fruits & unique tannins. Non-chill filtered, with natural colour, 
the sweet lemon sherbet balances with creamy salted caramel & 
undertones of red currants & dark fruit. Palate is dry, tannic, citrus 
sweet, slightly peppery tied with hints of red berries. Finish is light 
sweet citrus, giving way to the soft wood influence.

Drawn straight from the Cask at 59% ABV, this Cask-Strength 
small batch 7yo Single Malt acquires its complex, yet rich & smooth 
taste from its maturation in Bourbon barrels, with further ageing 
& finishing in Oak Sherry Oloroso casks. Non-chill filtered, natural 
in colour, its beautifully creamy salted caramel nose opens with 
undertones of dry orange peel & rich red apples. That caramel 
embellishes with the subtle addition of water. Smooth palate 
displays large bursts of citrus fruit, slight peppery giving way to 
the salted caramel from the nose. Lingering creamy caramel 
finish with a hint of pepper wraps this very special SM.

IRISH WHISKEY
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Beaumont

All 40% ABV present in premium 700ml bottles Yellow straw, the 
5yo Beaumont VS denotes soft spices, with hints of cinnamon and 

vanilla. Very pleasant nose of citrus, orange & grapefruit, pineapple 
& passionfruit. Wonders with homogeneous and mellow wood to 
end with hints of lime blossom. Palate is soft & delicate, rounded 

with notes of honey. Frank finish & nice length in mouth.

Amber gold 10yo Beaumont VSOP is very smooth, its nose 
well rounded with hints of dried fruits, nuts & almonds. It airs 

homogeneous wood wrapped with aged, confied lavender. Ultra 
smooth with great length in the mouth, its complex yet harmonious 

palate drives a soft evolution towards candied orange peel. 

With its deep amber appearance, minimum 15yo Beaumont XO is 
bold & complex. Rancio nose shows notes of vanilla & cacao, with 

an air of dried fruits & hazelnut. Palate brings jammy notes, evoking 
plum orange marmalade. With length, outstanding pastry notes, 

rich frangipane tart finishes the complex yet silky length in mouth.

French Charente vine-growers since early 1700s, the family has produced wine from their tiny 
single vineyard for generations. In 1960s, they started small batch distilling & today have their local, 

autonomous production. The artisan Cognac producers master all stages from cultivation to bottling, a 
very rare canopy management. 

Distilled Eaux-de-Vie is barrel-aged in vicinity & own estate-grown oak trees, traditional labour-
intensive practice with less additives, using highest ingredients. Pure & natural ageing does not require 

added sugar or caramel, leaving artisanal notes. Completing the authenticity, the endemic blue butterfly 
nurturing the farm is label-represented.

ARTESAN 
FRENCH COGNAC
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ULTRA 
MAURITIUS RUM
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Emperor

One-off rum expression is also the first rum of Emperor’s distinctive 
Private Collectors’ edition, presenting a very unique and exceptional 
rum experience. The hand-harvested, Mauritian traditional & 
agricole-blended rums age in World’s most famous and elegant 
barriques. Finished in oak casks that were once used to produce 
the complex, velvety Bordeaux Grand Cru wines of Château 
Pape Clément, result is an extraordinarily rich single tannin with 
exceptional smoothness, complemented by outstanding warm, spicy 
notes. Finish is silky smooth, cigar toasty and peppery. At 42% ABV, 
undoubtedly one of the World’s finest rums presents in a perfume 
designer-styled bottle.

Emperor is a rare blend of Mauritian-aged rums stemming from distillation of pure and fresh sugarcane, 
unique from its volcanic Mauritian soil, tropical climate & traditional know-how. The astounding palette of 
colours & flavours results from complex blending of freshly squeezed sugarcane, roasted exotic fruits and 
flowers ending with pepper and spice accents in typical Mauritian tradition.

Emperor Rum has an intimate understanding of the character of each selected aged rum and knows how 
to enhance every ingredient. Meticulous cask choices, ageing processes and way they interact with rum 
components drive depth of skill, dedication and deep knowledge. Today the island, its rich soil, its distillers, 
the unique rum blend & the extraordinary legacy make Emperor an authority on aged-rum blending. 

All Emperor rums, aged minimum 5-12yo in France, come in premium bottles. Great alternative to 
Caribbean counterparts.



Emperor
Emperor Sherry Finish is the quintessence 

of the best Mauritian blend traditional & 
agricole rums. Coming from the most ancient 

storehouses of the island, the rum offers a stylish 
& refined experience with subtle notes of vanilla, 

caramelised fruits & ripe sherry for a perfect 
balanced nose & palate. Sweet ripe figs, orange 

marmalade with a back drop of red fruits, the 
rum displays its Oloroso cask ageing at 40% ABV. 

Heritage is an invitation to sophistication & 
fine art of living. With subtle notes of vanilla & 
a warm consistency for perfect balance in the 

mouth, this 40% is at once powerful & delicate. 
On the nose, woody & caramelised aromas blend 
together with hints of dried fruits, vanilla, grilled 

almonds & Indian spices. The palate replicates 
vanilla notes, ending with a subtle smoky finish 

with lingering dry fruit aromas.

Coming soon Royal Spiced.

SUPERIOR 
MAURITIUS RUM
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Old Monk
Mid 1850s, an entrepreneurial Scot set up a 
brewery in Kasauli, eventually converted to become 
Mohan Meakin distillery. Old Monk, creation of 
Rattan Mohan, former MD of Mohan distillery, 
was first introduced in India 100 years later. 
Inspired by Benedictine monastic life in the 
mountains, Old Monk has become a leading 
dark rum, the most popular Indian-made 
Foreign liquor in India.

Iconic vatted Indian dark rum since 1954, 
traditionally blended & aged a minimum of 7yo 
under oak barrels. At 40% ABV, maroon red 
in colour, it has a distinct vanilla nose, which 
translates to glazed caramel, chocolate & hints of 
vanilla on the palate. Finishes harmoniously smooth.

SUPERIOR 
INDIAN RUM
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DCSL, IDL, Rockland 
Arrack is a distilled alcoholic drink typically produced 

in the Indian subcontinent & Southeast Asia, made 
from the fermented sap of coconut flowers, sugarcane 
or rice, depending on its country of origin. Referred to 
as ‘Rak’ in the streets of Colombo, Sri Lankan Arrack 

is a national spirit essentially distilled from coconut. 

On a small scale, world-famous Arracks from 
DCSL (Distilling Co of Sri Lanka), IDL (International 
Distillers) as well as Rockland Ceylon give an array 
of Sri Lankan traditional spirits. Classic VSOA, Extra 
Special, Double-Distilled, Old Arracks & Gold Label 

are just a few to sip on.

Whilst distributing Lion Sri Lankan beers in Australia, 
pertinent request has come for Sri Lankan Arracks.

Only available upon request.  

SRI LANKAN 
ARRACK
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Cazcabel
Using the fresh and earthy base of tequila Blanco, 
Mexican curador Don Cazcabel blends a roasted 
sweet hit of luxury coffee to the spirit base. 
Premium 34% Cazcabel Coffee café liqueur has 
an abundant caramel nose with peppery pickles. 
The palate oozes chocolate notes finished with a 
tinge of spice. Stunning as a neat tonic or mixed 
short in Classic innovative cocktails. 

Cazcabel Honey is a premium 34% honey tequila 
liqueur with the finest Jalisco Mountains tequila 
Blanco at heart, where sun-baked agaves are 
traditionally crushed, blended with honey essence 
from sacred bees, adding a dose of sweet nectar 
to the blend. The bees seem to worship mythical 
Don Cazcabel, the ‘curador’ never bitten. Nose is 
thick lush honey, touch peppery, whilst the palate 
unctuously lingers honey spice. A sweeter spirit for 
tequila pilgrims.

Coming soon Cazcabel Coconut.

994704 714617

79755 79756

TEQUILA 
LIQUEUR
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Tequila Rose
Flirtatious Tequila Rose Strawberry cream is a 

thick but smooth tequila liqueur with an exotic thrill.

The chilled, single-pour shot is guaranteed 
deliciousness at any time of day. With its festive 
pink milkshake colour on the eye, Tequila Rose 

Strawberry has an envious red fruit bonbon nose. 
Made with real dairy cream, the palate is rich, 

unctuous of strawberry flavour. Just like the ever-
feminine, fierce icon reminding us that life is short, 

enjoy the roses. At 15%, smooth, easy to drink, a 
recipe for fun, straight or eye-candy mixes.

TEQUILA 
LIQUEUR
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Xotic Comets
Originating from South Africa, (exotic) 
Xotic Comets are fun, transparent 
premium Vodka sours. Each bottle has 
luminous, edible jelly-like comet balls, 
mysteriously glowing under UV light. 
At 11% ABV, each flavour in the range 
has its own, playful distinctive colour 
comets inside. Comet balls are made 
from an organic extract.

750ml bottles available in Bubble Gum, 
Pina Colada, Tutti Fruitti & NEW 
Grape. Other flavours upon request.

646115 750804 646165

FUSION 
VODKA MIXER
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Belanov
Born from Eastern-Euro family beverage Co, 

made in Melbourne Belanov is a range of 
premium flavoured, fortified wines, 21-22% 
‘simile’ vodka. Made using premium grapes 

sourced from Australia’s finest wine growing 
regions, mixing traditional winemaking 

processes & cutting-edge triple micro-filtration 
& other innovative flavour blending, Belanov is 

fun, fresh, versatile & easy to mix & match.

Gluten-free with no nasties, Belanov is 
clean & finishes smoothly, best enjoyed 

straight or as cocktail mixers. 

Varietals include 700ml Original straight, as 
well as its flavours Blue Citrus, Lime, Orange, 

Pineapple, Raspberry & NEW Peach.

New is the limited ‘Mix & Match’ 
750ml Sparkling water.

FUSION 
SPIRIT MIXER
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Vodka+
Originating from a Gluten intolerant mindset, 
Vodka+ ready-to-Drink range is a healthier 
alternative to traditionally much sweeter vodka 
tonics. Using purified & only lightly sparkled 
water, its sugar-free, carb-free, Gluten-free 
characteristics will fancy more than one.

The range comes in 4.6% ABV, 275ml classic 
RTD bottles, appealing to healthy & modern 
tonic drinkers.   

Its Acai + Berry mix uses succulent Amazonian 
berries. Lemon + Lime strikes with its zesty 
fresh bite. Light & tangy, Pink + Grapefruit is 
sure to please neater vodka drinkers.

Seasonal flavours Ginger Dry & green tea-inspired 
Matcha Frappe available upon request.

MELBOURNE RTD
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GlassBox Spirits
Small batch ready-to-Drink cocktails by mixologist 

Dan Crowley, Irish-origin GlassBox Spirits pride 
themselves in mixing the finest RTD cocktail gems. 

Using only premium-distilled vodka, gin & whiskey, quality 
tonics & fruit juices are mixed for unforgettable drinking 

experiences. No artificial flavour, colouring or sweeteners 
needed, all mixed up in cool & arty 5% ABV 330ml tinnies. 

The Pink Gin & Tonic uses premium distilled gin, infused 
with raspberries & rhubarb, mixed in flavoursome Quinine 

tonic to obtain a perfect pink G&T with a fruity pop.

Its Vodka Soda Cranberry uses premium distilled vodka, 
mixed with soda & cranberry to give a sharp, slightly 

sweet & bubbly long drink.

Whiskey, Ginger & Lime using triple-distilled Irish 
whiskey, mixed in a spicy ginger ale with a twist of lime, 

provides for a truly refreshing zingy RTD.

Limited & on-order only.

IRISH RTD
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The Party Bucket
This fun mix of premium shots, presented 
in smaller more affordable carry buckets, 

The Party Bucket can be fun for everyone.

7 varieties form a total of 16 shots per 
bucket, all shots at 18% ABV.

With shot classics like Cowboy, QF, Wet Kitty, 
B52, Strawberry & Cream, Red & Black 

Samba & Rattlesnake, the party is on.

All come in sealed colourful shots of 30ml.

MELBOURNE 
RTD SHOTS
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Beer & Cider

www links:

lionbeer.com

phoenixbeverages.mu

martens.be

spencerbrewery.com

1758.be

kristoffel.be

eschweger-klosterbrauerei.de

devilsbit.ie

Wine & Bubbles

www links:

champagne-fourrier.com

mevi.com.ar

fincasdellimay.com.ar

redpuro.com

vinecol.com.ar

gauchezco.com

emmettscrossingwines.com.au

fincamevi.com.ar

atiliuswines.com

Spirits & Liqueurs

www links:

thecraftandco.com.au

pinkstergin.com

colombosevengin.com

vodkaplus.com.au

bongspirit.com

redeyelouies.com

thundervodka.com

glasgowdistillery.com

taistealwhisky.com

boanndistillery.ie

beaumont-spirit.company

emperor-rum.com

dcslgroup.com

idl.lk

rockland.lk

cazcabel.com

tequilarose.com

Fusion & Mixers

www links:

xoticcometsours.com

belanov.com.au

vodkaplus.com.au

glassboxspirits.ie

Supplier Links
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Contact Us

Unwined + Supply Partners Unwined + Client Groups

sales orders - sales@unwinedliquor.com.au

other enquiries - info@unwinedliquor.com.au 

your Head Office contacts:

t: +61 (3) 9768 2083

e: info@unwinedliquor.com.au

jennie fincher - accounts & general admin

glenn scott – logistics & warehousing

lindsay edwards - board

jean-paul edwards b.comm, mba 
managing director 

m: +61 (0) 438 877 047 

e: jp@unwinedliquor.com.au

sales & distribution:

ian davies 
sales executive vic/tas 
m: +61 (0) 438 014 444 
e: ian@unwinedliquor.com.au

michael bassal (replacement) 
sales executive vic 
m: +61 (0) 428 905 888 
e: michael@unwinedliquor.com.au

steve ferris  (ken balfe replacement) 
sales qld/nsw 
m: +61 (0) 436 666 832 
e: steve@highspiritswholesale.com

lorcan keane 
sales wa 
m: +61 (0) 449 261 122 
e: lorcan@drinkwellbev.com.au

joe calipari 
sales act 
t: (02) 6241 0266 
e: joe@capitalbev.com.au

sean ekanayake 
sales ambassador jonathan paige 
m: +61 (0) 438 221 111 
e: sean@jpbeverage.com

Australian Liquor Marketers (ALM)
Big Bargains
BottleMart
Capital Liquor Beverages (CLB)
Cellarbrations
Chambers
Dan Murphy’s
Duncans
Drinkwell Beverages
Emperor Champagne
Endeavour Drinks Group (EDG)
Equity Beverages
Foodworks
High Spirits Wholesale (HSW)
Independent Grocers Australia (IGA)
Independent Liquor Group (ILG)
Liquor Barons
Liquor Stax
Little Bottler
Local Liquor
Nick’s Wine Merchants
Paramount Liquor
Polkadot
Porter’s
Star Liquor
Super Cellars
The Bottle’O
9/11 Group
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